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I. BACKGROUND

The datasets for bugs and their fixes are essential for
data-driven bug detection and auto-fix, which can be used
for training pattern mining-based bug fix algorithms such as
Getafix [3] and large-language-model based approaches [4].
Precisely locating the bugs and fixes can improve the precision
of trained models, enhance the accuracy of bug detection and
fix. Additionally, the bug types and commit messages reveal
more concrete information of bugs, which could potentially
benefit models for detection and fix, and enhance the efficiency
of the debugging and code reviewing processes.

However, the granularity of current repository-mined bug-
fixing datasets is usually at the function level [1], [2], without
precise bug location and bug types. Thus, an approach for
automatically and precisely mining code snippets with bugs,
its fix, location and types from open-source repositories is still
an open challenge.

II. CHALLENGE

The proposed challenge is automating precise data collec-
tion for code snippets with bugs, fixes, locations, bug types,
and messages from open-source code repositories. It includes
following specific requirements.

Automatic: The whole data collection process should be
automated, with as less human-interaction as possible.

Precise: In the collected data, each data entry should include
five elements (b, f, l, t, m), where:

• b is the buggy code, which is the bug code snippet with
relative context.

• f is the fixing code, which is the bug fix snippet that
correctly fixes the bug.

• l is the location of bug and fix in before code and after
code.

• t is the bug type that might summarized from commits and
merge-request(MR) messages or other potential sources.

• m (optional) is the related message inside the commits or
MR message that describe the fix.

Language-agnostic: It is ideal that the solution is not
designed for a specific programming language, but a language-
agnostic method that fits for multiple programming languages.
A downgrade requirement is that the method should at least be
able to support one of the following programming languages:
C/C++, Java, Python.

III. DELIVERABLES

The final deliverables should contain following two con-
tents.

Fig. 1. An example of one precise data entry. It includes (1) buggy codes, (2)
fixing codes, (3) bug and fix locations, (4) bug types, and (5) related commit
messages.

Methodology. A programming language-agnostic approach
or algorithm that could automatically and precisely mining
code snippets with bugs, fixes, locations types and messages
from open-source repositories. It should include both the text
instructions (a research paper would be preferred) and the tool
implementation.

Dataset. A large dataset that include the precise code
snippets with bugs, fixes, locations, bug types, and related
messages that mined from open-source repositories using the
proposed approach.
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